B. Application
For the TVSFP study, Table 3 summarizes the frequencies of the new 4-level variable (THKS4) and Figure 1 illustrates how adjacent categories are not equally spaced. The AIC and BIC values of the baseline-category logit model, the proportional odds model, and the ordered stereotype model for the TVSFP study data set are shown in Table 5 . Table 4 shows the table of observed and expected frequencies by cross-classifying the four collapsed ordinal response levels (columns) and the four covariate patterns (rows). The SAS script to fit the trend odds model for the application dataset is given in Appendix 1.
C. Simulation Study
Tables 6-9 give the results for n = 100 and n = 1000 respectively for the two scenarios of Case 1. Tables 10 and 11 shows the results for Case 4. parms Int1 = -2.5793 Int2 = -1.7325 Int3 = -0.8301 beta_cc -0.5 trend_cc = 0; p1= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int1 + trend_cc*2*cc + beta_cc * cc ))); p2= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int2 + trend_cc*1*cc + beta_cc * cc))); p3= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int3 + trend_cc*0*cc + beta_cc * cc)));
ORDERED STEREOTYPE MODELS
if thkso =4 then p = p1; else if thkso =3 then p = p2-p1; else if thkso =2 then p = p3-p2; else p = 1-p3; p = (p>0 and p<=1)*p + ( p1= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int1 + trend_tv*2*tv + beta_tv * tv ))); p2= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int2 + trend_tv*1*tv + beta_tv * tv))); p3= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int3 + trend_tv*0*tv + beta_tv * tv)));
if thkso =4 then p = p1; else if thkso =3 then p = p2-p1; else if thkso =2 then p = p3-p2; else p = 1-p3; p = (p>0 and p<=1)*p + (p<=0)*1e-8 + (p>1); loglik = log(p); parms Int1 = -2.5793 Int2 = -1.7325 Int3 = -0.8301 beta_cctv 0.2 trend_cctv = 0.2; p1= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int1 + trend_cctv*2*cctv + beta_cctv * cctv ))); p2= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int2 + trend_cctv*1*cctv + beta_cctv * cctv))); p3= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int3 + trend_cctv*0*cctv + beta_cctv * cctv)));
if thkso =4 then p = p1; else if thkso =3 then p = p2-p1;
else if thkso =2 then p = p3-p2; else p = 1-p3; p = (p>0 and p<=1)*p + ( p1= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int1 + trend_cc*2*cc + beta_cc*cc + trend_tv*2*tv + beta_tv*tv + trend_cctv*2*cctv + beta_cctv*cctv))); p2= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int2 + trend_cc*1*cc + beta_cc*cc + trend_tv*2*tv + beta_tv*tv + trend_cctv*1*cctv + beta_cctv*cctv))); p3= 1/(1 + exp(-(Int3 + trend_cc*0*cc + beta_cc*cc + trend_tv*2*tv + beta_tv*tv + trend_cctv*0*cctv + beta_cctv*cctv)));
ORDERED STEREOTYPE MODELS 6 else if thkso =2 then p = p3-p2; else p = 1-p3; p = (p>0 and p<=1)*p + ( Table 6 Case1. Proportion of times that H 0 : β 12 = 0 was rejected at a 5% level with n = 100, over 5000 simulations for Scenario 1 (x 1 ∼ N (0, 1) and x 2 ∼ Bern(0.5) 0.75 4.0 6.68 6.01 6.77 6.02 6.9 6.11
1.00 4.0 7.04 5.38 6.88 5.98 6.91 6.06 Table 7 Case1. Proportion of times that H 0 : β 12 = 0 was rejected at a 5% level with n = 1000, over 5000 simulations for Scenario 1 (x 1 ∼ N (0, 1) and x 2 ∼ Bern(0.5) Table 8 Case1. Proportion of times that H 0 : β 12 = 0 was rejected at a 5% level with n = 100, over 5000 simulations for Scenario 2 (x 1 ∼ N (0, 1) Table 9 Case1. Proportion of times that H 0 : β 12 = 0 was rejected at a 5% level with n = 1000, over 5000 simulations for Scenario 2 (x 1 ∼ N (0, 1) and x 2 ∼ N (0, 1)) Table 10 Case4. Proportion of times that H 0 : β 12 = 0 was rejected at a 5% level with n = 100, over 5000 simulations for Scenario 1 (x 1 ∼ N (0, 1) and x 2 ∼ Bern(0.5) Table 11 Case4. Proportion of times that H 0 : β 12 = 0 was rejected at a 5% level with n = 1000, over 5000 simulations for Scenario 1 (x 1 ∼ N (0, 1) and 
